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CLARE'S HARLEY DAVIDSON OF NIAGARA

What a summer it has been so far and I hope all of you are getting your appropriate fill of riding. For the most part, the

weather has cooperated nicely for The Oakville Chapter Sunday rides as well as our participation in the Ontario HOG rally in

London, back in mid June. The Chapter has also attended our sponsoring dealer Clare’s, two Bike Nites, with great

representation. Hopefully, we have captured some of the highlights from our rides in this editions photo gallery. 

At our last monthly meeting, the idea of a new section to our newsletter was floated out and the laughter filled response

seemed favourable. One brave sole submitted a photo and now it is up to you to guess who and and where. Let’s have some

fun with this and participate in “Who’s Dat Tat ‘n Where It At”. Send your guesses to me. Your prize will be bragging rights to

knowing and paying attention to your fellow Chapter members. Don’t forget, even though we may not yet have a woman who

operates her own bike, we do have women members and they participate equally. 

Also, we have been continuing with our membership drive and I am happy to report that we have had some success! Although

numbers are not really the motivator, it is in the best interests for the longevity of the Chapter to keep a minimum critical

mass, and we we are well beyond. More importantly however, is to focus on the character of those wishing to join and ensure a

good fit for all, old and new. Since the forming of the Chapter in 2018, the desire is to grow with those that simply love good

clean and safe Harley-Davidson riding. The social part of our relationships within the Chapter, easily flourishes with that as a

starting point. 

Lastly, as always, a quick shout out to Fayyaz, our “unofficial Chapter photographer”. He must get credit for a lot of the photos

in our archives as well as those great Relive real time maps of some of our rides. 

Thank you from all of us!

Norm F. Editor

Message from the Editor
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Message from the Director
“Firstly, I would like to report the sad news and passing of our good friend and fellow Chapter Member, Rick Chambers. Rick and Lui were

frequent

riders on our Chapter rides where he shared his many riding experiences,

funny stories and some history of our local Oakville area. We will surely

miss Rick and our thoughts go out to Lui and to all of Rick’s family and friends. 

 

I would like to thank our Head Road Captain and Safety Officer Rob T.

as well as all the Road Captains and Sweeps for some great rides so far this year. We continue to have an active regular ride schedule

throughout the rest of the summer and early fall. We encourage you to come out and participate. 

 

We have had a good representation of our Chapter at our Sponsoring Dealer Clare’s on their monthly Bike Nights. We had a tent set up for the

first night in June and a good group of our members participated in the July night. Thanks to all who where there and we will continue to

support Clare’s on their Bike Night

on August 4th.

 

We also had a great time at the London HOG Bikefest in June. Terry had our Chapter flag flying high in the HOG Parade and those that

attended, enjoyed the accommodations and rally sponsored by Rockies and Blackbridge Harley.

The local HOG Grand River Chapter did a great job of organising and had the highlight music from a Tom Petty tribute band on Saturday night.

Thanks

to all those who attended.

 

We have cancelled our summer meetings for July and August since we are meeting most members on our weekly rides. This provides the

perfect forum to share any Chapter updates or voice any concerns. With summer vacations and a few Chapter members riding out to Sturgis

this summer,

it has certainly been a busy time for most. We will pick up on our regularly scheduled meetings come September. 

I wanted to thank all our members for stepping up and help invite two new members in to our Chapter. Roberto (Rob) C and Bernardo L.

Welcome to our friendly HOG Chapter. We look forward to meeting you and enjoy some riding time together. 

 

A reminder of the Labour Day weekend ride to the Blues Fest in Alexandria Bay, NY. We have quite a few members signed up and going on

Thursday September 1 and a few setting out on Friday. If you are still pondering the idea, please let us know if you have any questions and

would like to come along. 

As always, if you have any questions or concerns, you can reach out to me or any

of our Executive. Enjoy the rest of the riding season wherever you ride.

Ride Safe.

Mike E. Director
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Use our common hand-signals. Overtly for a lane change and perhaps subtlety for others. Stay in the habit.
Monitor your rear-view mirrors regularly for proximity of vehicles and traffic patterns. Always a good practice.
Enter the roadway at a time when you have a good gap in traffic flow…as though you had 6 bikes behind you to lead into traffic.
Plan ahead. Initiate a lane change at a time when the traffic flow is well behind and you have nice clear opening.

Any vehicle entering the road ahead of you, from the left or right-hand side, is a potential strike-hazard. Once you’ve evaluated all
traffic flow ahead and behind, move your headlight around a little for increased visibility and have both breaks covered. With this, you
are prepared for emergency evasive action if necessary.
Using your peripheral vision, spot-check the front wheel of the vehicle waiting to enter into your path. You will detect the most finite
turning motion from the front rim of a vehicle quicker than monitoring the larger overall body.
Each vehicle is a case by case basis throughout your ride. Stay alert and ride safe.

Keep your spirit for adventure alive!
The next time you’re out on one of your own rides, take note of arterial roads that branch off of the one you’re riding on. If it looks
safe... investigate! See where it leads or check it on Google when you get home. This is how great rides are created and an interesting
way to refresh an old route by finding roads you may have overlooked.

Food for Thought.
Ride as though you have a group behind you at all times. This is not only good practice for our Chapter Road Captains, but equally so as
a participating member. What would that entail? Here’s a few ideas...

Remember...
Stay logged into our Chapter Forum for all coming ride opportunities and trips. Always consider yourself a Chapter leader in the
making both on and off the road.

Robert T. Head Road Captain & Safety Officer

MESSAGE FROM THE HEAD ROAD CAPTIN & SAFETY OFFICERS
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Rick Chambers by Anonymous 

Although I knew Rick for such a short time he quickly became a good friend. He was a great guy, soft spoken , funny and easy going. Together we rode
Lake Erie with Lui and Ivon and stopped to take in a view. During the stop, we decided who we best resembled and it was determined that I was Sean
Connery and he was Russell Crow. The names stuck. 

Rick was one of the very rare Torontonians to grew up on center island. The family was forced to move, due to the city expropriating the land and ended
up in Palermo (now a part of Oakville). The house they moved into was previously owned by the Sam the Record Man! I trust you all remember those
stores. 

Rick lead and interesting life he and Lui loved to travel , he was an avid golfer with 3 hole in ones! Most of us are still awaiting our first. 

Rick had a classic Jag XKE growing up as well as a Corvette…and he loved his motorcycles. He rode everything from Hondas to Kawasakis . At the age of
17, his first bike was a Triumph, which he could only ride up and down his street, as he did not have a license. 

Rick finally graduated to a Harley-Davidson which he absolutely loved to ride. He received two honorary plaques from the Milton HOG chapter for
distance ridden. He got into the habit of trading his bike in on a new one every couple of years, just because of mileage. 

Rick finally graduated to a Trike which was a hard decision for him. However, he embraced the change with enthusiasm and just kept on riding!

Rick loved to ride and most often would take off by himself. He liked riding the Beaver Valley and stopping at the Black Bird Pie company to get what he
claimed, was the freshest and best tasting bread anywhere. 

Rick also belonged to, and introduced me to a group call The Wild Hogs, which was a loosely knittted group of good guys from a couple of different HOG
chapters. They would meet for rides and regular coffees. I am not sure if we resembled any of the actual movie characters, but it was a lot of fun. 

You will be missed Rick by all of us in Oakville HOG and all the others that you rode with. May you continue for eternity, rolling down the highway on 2 or
3 wheels. You can do what ever you want now, my friend. 

MEMBER FOCUS
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Oakville HOG Meeting Minutes
Oakville HOG Chapter 10001 Meeting Minutes- May 2022

 

Meeting brought order. Mike welcomed those in attendance and discussed the

recent interest from some new potential members. Mohamad E will join

our Chapter and is the process of getting the documents and payment to

the Chapter.

 

Mike and Brian met with Clare’s on April 29th. In attendance were Lisa the Marketing, Event and communications person, Randy Clare,

Owner and Willie Uhrig the Niagara Chapter Director. Lisa was interested in getting to know our Chapter and how we can interact for

some of their events this summer. Clare’s

is hosting 3 bike nights this year June 2, July 7th and August 4th. They would like our Chapter to have a presence a these events. Mike

asked the membership to

have some representation for these nights. We will look to get a table with our Chapter Flag set up to promote the Chapter. They also

would like some help with Road Captains for the Harley Demo ride day at Clare’s on July 10th. 

 We will look into getting some of our RC’s at that event. They also have several sponsored events this summer. Mike will post these on

the Forum for any members interest in participating. Willie was receptive to learning about our Chapter. Maybe have some joint

destinations for rides this summer.

 

Mike wanted to address the position of the Chapter on Social media. It was brought up at our meeting with Clare’s. They use Facebook,

Instagram and other

SM to promote rides, events, merchandise and Chapter inclusion. Niagara has had a Facebook page for years and have no issues with it.

It helps promote the Chapter..Clare’s has 11,000 following and Niagara Chapter had 566 following.

Clare’s thought it odd that we did not have a Social Media page.

After looking around at other Ontario Chapters, Mike said all have Facebook pages. Some of these are member only and others are

public.

There are some in our Chapter who do not support the use of Social Media and the dangers of improper use, inappropriate postings and

other abuses.

After some discussion at the Executive level it was decided to proceed with

the building of a Facebook page. Simon had a discussion on the pros and cons

of Facebook pages and had a demo on screen of some of the Chapters.

We will begin to develop this with Simon’s help and will determine whether

to keep the page private to Members only or have some public access.

Mike encouraged members to express their opinions and concerns but most in attendance seemed in favour.

Rob and his wife Lauren have completed the revised edition of our Chapter Brochure. Mike thanked them for doing a great job. We will

have these made available at Clare’s in the Coffee Shop area and the front door. As well Mike will arrange to have these made available

to new and used bike customers in the

sales presentation. All the Road Captains have a supply for any inquiries at

our rides. Mike encouraged the Members to have some of these as well to

give to friends/acquaintances that might be interested in the Chapter.
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Oakville HOG Meeting Minutes
Norm produced our first post covid Newsletter and it’s posted on the Forum. Thanks to Norm. Norm discussed future newsletter at 4 productions

a year and

asked for content like a “members story” and pictures of the hidden tatoo

for Who Tat Dat.

 

Mike wanted to have an Emergency contact for every member. He will

get these contacts on a list which will distributed to all Road Captains.

 

 Mike discussed the London Hog Rally June 16-19. Hotel rooms and the link was

sent to all members..We would like to have some representation at this rally so Mike encouraged members to book a room. We will most likely

have a route planned leaving Friday morning.

 

Mike was contacted by the Director of the Scarborough Chapter. He met

Norm and Simon at Port Dover on the 13th. They are hosting a Poker Run on May 28th Let Mike know if there is any interest.

 

Mike introduced the Ride to the Blue’s Fest in Alexandria on Labour Day Weekend. Rob posted the event on the Forum and discussed the hotel,

event and the area. Rob booked off 10 Rooms for our Chapter at the Captain’s Inn and

Suites in Alexandria. Call for a booking 315-415-9332 Some of us have booked for Thurs- Sunday 3 nights

Rob made an on screen presentation on the Making of a Ride. An outstanding

presentation that outlined what goes into a ride. The early planning, pre ride,

scoping restaurants all in a moving road trip. Well done.

General Meeting of the Oakville HOG Chapter 10001 was held on June 21, 2022, at 7:00 pm. 

 London HOG Rally-

Oakville Chapter was well represented at the weekend event. It was well organized. There were many Chapters missing this year but the Forest

City Chapter did a great job in hosting the event. We participated in the Chapter parade on Saturday and then took a ride Port Stanley for lunch.

Patches-

Were distributed to the executive and Rob delivered the Ride Captain patches to those in attendance. Mike noted that there were still some

Mike Hylinsky memorial patches available.

Dealership Update-

Clare’s held the first of 3 bike nights in early June, a good turnout in general about 150 bikes and a very good representation from the Oakville

Chapter 15 in total. Not many approached our tent but Clare’s was please with our participation. Several people are away for the July bike night

so hoping that some members will be able to represent us.

Treasurer-

Club currently has $2500 in merchandise and $1900 in the bank account. Vern is reluctant to place an

order for additional merchandise until the demand is there given the minimum requirements for several of the items, shirts in particular.

Secretary-

All National HOG memberships were up to date.
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Oakville HOG Meeting Minutes
New Members-

Simon and Vern working on a new member package to be sent to those who have expressed interest in the Club either through the brochure or

the Facebook page. This is a work in progress. It was interesting that when we spoke to other Chapters at the London rally they all seemed to be

struggling to obtain new members. Many of the Chapters were of a similar size with 30-35 members.

Activities-

Rob will spoke about the Labour Day trip to Alexandria Bay Plan was to leave on Thursday for attendance at the festival Friday and Saturday.

There appear to be 8 people going at this time. The held rooms have been released but Rob felt that there would be rooms available should

others want to go.

Our Annual Golf event has been booked for September 10 at Deerfield and it was hoped that interest could be raised to get a greater

participation this year. It is a scramble event so golfing prowess and skill not required. Dinner and refreshments once again at the Tin Cup

following golf.

Other Business-

Rob arranged for a short video to be shown, with a goose contacting a rider and knocking him off the bike. He also showed a slide of a bird on

the road, with others on the side and discussed how to safely approach. Stay as far from the animal as possible, slow down, engage the clutch to

reduce the engine noise and proceed with caution. Safety should always be on our mind.

SPECIAL NOTE:

The July and August General Meetings have been cancelled as people tend to be away and we meet many members each Sunday on the

scheduled rides. Should any important issues arise, communication will be my email, posted on the Forum and posted on WhatsApp. The next in

person General Meeting will be September 20th, 2022. Enjoy the summer, participate in the rides and most of all have fun.
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Who’s Dat Tat ‘n Where’s It At
 
 

Well here it is folks. No clues other than the tattoo owner must be a

member. Remember that our Chapter has both women and men. As

far as where to submit your guesses, let’s see how it goes on What’s

App. For those not using the App, text or email and I will put your

pick out onto What’s App for you. 

Let’s keep it clean and have some fun!
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Photo Gallery 
Paris, Camp 31 April 24 by Mike E and Robert T
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Photo Gallery 
Cambridge and Hespeler Safety Ride, May 7 and June 18 by Robert T and Fayyaz S
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Photo Gallery 
Port Dover’s Friday the 13th Rally, May 13 by all those that made it
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Photo Gallery 
Niagara/Fonthill, Mossismo’s May 15 by Brian P and Lyle J
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Photo Gallery 
Orangeville, Barley Vine Rail Co. May 29 by Mike E and Simon S
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Photo Gallery 
The Old Heidelberg House, June 5 by Chris F and Robert T
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Photo Gallery 
Long Point, The Jetty Bar and Grill June 26 by Vern E and Bob K
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Photo Gallery 
Ayr and Abe Erb Brewing Company, July 17 by Bob K and Norm F
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Photo Gallery 
Clare’s Bike Nights
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Photo Gallery 
London Ontario HOG Rally
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Email: info@oakvillehog.com

Mike E. Director
Brian P. Assistant Director
Vern D. Treasurer
Chris F. Secretary
Robert T. Head Ride Captain & Safety Officer
Terry W. Activities Officer
Simon S. Webmaster
Norm F. Editor
Dan R. Past Director
Julie J. Sponsoring Dealer Representative (Clare’s Harley-Davidson of Niagara)

Upcoming Dates
to Remember
August 4, Bike Night at Clare’s Harley-

Davidson of Niagara

September 1-4, Alexandria Bay NY, Blues Fest

September 10, Oakville HOG Annual Golf

Tournament

mailto:info@oakvillehog.com

